THE GUERNESEY KENNEL CLUB
WINTER OPEN SHOW
29th OCTOBER, 2017
Lovely invitation to judge the Guernsey Winter Open show. I had as my co judge Donna Holman who
judged the Sporting Groups and made the trip both pleasant and enjoyable. I must thank the
Officers and Committee for a lovely friendly and warm welcome making for an enjoyable stay. A
very well run show in a super venue, I had the honour of judging the Non Sporting Groups and BIS. A
big thank you to the exhibitors who entered some lovely, quality dogs and who took my decision
with applause and with some nice comments. I feel I must thank my 2 stewards, Ruth and a
Graham both are real stalwarts, who are excellent stewards and worked hard all day keeping the
ring going. Extra thank you to Ruth who also collected and delivered me back to my hotel.
BEST IN SHOW 1 German Shepherd Dog LAWRENCES’ JSY CH SURFSTONE HOT SALSA PdH My star of
the show and a true specimen of the breed. Such a pleasure to award him the top honours.
RES BEST IN SHOW 2 Saluki MARSHALL & MOTTERSHAWS’ ULMARRA BOLLINGER PdH (imp IRE)
My first opportunity to go over this delightful and most elegant example of the breed. Beautiful
body and in stunning coat with lovely finish and in super condition with so many good points, such a
graceful being. A most effortless mover showing elegance of reach and drive.
3rd Papillon COOPERS’ CH OMEGAVILLE MAKE ME A PETIT CHEIN
4TH Tibetan Terrier LE MOIGNANS’ WATERLEY SKYFALL
5th Cesky Terrier MARETTS’ GAYTECKLES BAK IN THE ABBOTT I have always liked the dogs from this
kennel this boy is another good one, with a true blunt long head, super body with substance and
muscle tone in lovely coat presentation, smart brisk mover.
6TH Alaskan Malamute BROUARDS’ DREAMWOLVES J’ADORE AT ORSAMALS
7TH Cocker Spaniel. SMITH & OZANNES’ LYNTONWOLD L’AMORE IL SIGNOR Loved the head on this
boy but would have preferred better balance and angulation both ends. Lovely presentation to his
dark blue jacket.
BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 1. Shih Tzu DE LA COURS’ SANTOSHA POLAR STAR
RES BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 2 Border Collie DEANES’ LES NUAGES HERMES
3RD Dobermann SMITHS’ SHALISSA’S PUT A SPELL ON ME
4TH Welsh Springer Spaniel SMITH & OZANNES’ ISLANZA SPRING INTO ACTION AT LYNTONWOLD
5TH Whippet WALKERS’ CROSSCOP FOR YOUR LOVE OF PETWALK
BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 1 Cesky Terrier MARETTS’ LASTAREAN GRACE AND FAVOUR FOR
GAYTECKELS PdH A lovely example of the breed, such a sweet girl, looking stunning today in a lovely
coat not showing her age with her stylish brisk stride.
RES VETERAN IN SHOW 2. SIMON & SMITHS’ Papillon RINGLANDS FROSTED FERN

UTILITY GROUP
FRENCH BULLDOGS
LIMIT 2 ENTRIES
1) BREBANS’ CHAMELIA SALTED CARAMEL. I really liked this delightful chap, compact Fawn
coated youngster of a good breed type square head, large rounded dark expressive eyes,
nice bat ears high set, correct jaw. Powerful neck into a lovely cobby body with slight roach
to topline, good substance and body depth, ribs well sprung back short loin, well angle front
and rear. Front legs straight set wide with good action spot on, good length and muscle to
rear legs but movement could be sounder just needs a little walking to strengthen. His
handler just needs to gain her confidence and enjoy showing this boy. BOB
2) DEANES’ KENQUINCE I WISH Square head of a good type, kind dark round eye high placed
ears, powerful arched neck to shoulder just too long in back for me, lacking that compact
cobby body just needing more spring of rib further back and less length to loin, has good
body substance with an excellent fine textured and conditioned pied coat. Well angled wide
front and nicely boned legs and feet, rear legs need to be longer to give rise, sound positive
free mover, well handled.
SHIH TZU
PUPPY DOG I ENTRY
1) DE LA COURS’ SANTOSHA POLAR STAR Loved the outline and balance to this charismatic 10
month old baby boy, a joy to go over his lovely body stunningly presented in a beautiful
black and white coat. Loved his broad nicely rounded head with good whiskers and coat
furnishings with just enough hair tied up, a stop with blaze, short muzzle black nose, large
round kind cheeky dark eyes, long well coated ears. An arched neck of good length holds
head proudly, shoulders well laid back. Firm back line covered by a nice plume fall from his
high set tail. Broad deep chest short well boned legs well coated with large round padded
feet. Short muscular rear legs well boned. Very arrogant carriage with sound forward reach
and driving from behind. I could find nothing to beat this charming character who went
onto become my BPIS winner. I wish him well in the future and I shall watch with interest
should he make the journey across the water.
PUPPY BITCH 3 ENTRIES
1) DE LA COURS’ CAVATEENA WHISPERING SANDS What a stunner this pretty sturdy youngster
is. Attractively marked fawn and white dense coat with good under coat in lovely condition.
Round broad head with lovely coat furnishings, large dark round eyes, long leathers, nice
stop with white blaze, short muzzle good tight lips. Good neck length into well laid
shoulders and firm level back line, high set tail with nice plume and tip. I preferred her size,
body and balance with lovely chest width and depth, nice straight front boned legs and
round padded feet. Lovely rear end very free moving and sound back and front.
2) COOPERS’ FOREPAWS STYLE IN MOTION. This young bitch was a little on the strong side for
me. Broad head, strong stop nice blaze. Round dark eye, nice ear set and short muzzle.
Good neck length well laid back shoulders well bodied, ribs short with much longer loin.
Good width and depth to chest, straight well coated and boned legs and large round feet,
strong rear end well coated. Body well presented in a dense long black and white coat.
Excellent handler moving her charge very well.

3) GORDONS’SANTOSHA NIGHT SKY
LIMIT BITCH 1 ENTRY
1) POWERS’ ASKTRAXDAXS FIREFLY At just 12 months this very pretty bitch was presented in a
lovely honey coloured coat of fine texture, good length with nice undercoat. Head needing
more strength and width but feminine and well coated, dark eyes could be bigger, well set
ears nicely coated. Good mouth and lips. Arched neck of good length into well set shoulder,
topline roaching on stance but levels on the move. Good plume well set on with nice hold
and tip. Broad chest, short well boned legs well coated, muscular hindquarters well coated.
Very sound mover with good reach and drive.
OPEN D 3 ENTRIES
1) COOPERS’ FOREPAWS AINT SEEN NOTHING Very impressive male on the stance and the
move with a lovely forward reach and sound rear drive which won him the place. Beautifully
presented and furnished head with nice hair tied up. I would have like his head to have
been rounder it was just a fraction long for me, lively dark eyes but they could be larger.
Lovely long furnished leathers. Good neck length nicely arched, shoulders laid back into firm
backline over a well-muscled body with good width to chest, short forelegs nicely boned and
coated, body with good ribs well sprung and in glamorous honey and white textured coat of
a good long length with nice undercoat, super held and plumed tail with tip. Good rear legs
well coated. Handled so well. BOB
2) DE LA COURS’ SANTOSHA ONLY AFTER EIGHT Very attractive 13months youngster, although
beaten today I think he will be a big winner in the future, he just lacked the finish of my 1st.
Loved his head, broad and round with lovely whiskers and coat giving expression and held
hair tied up. Lovely stop, blaze, super kind expression to big dark round eyes, well coated
leathers. Arched neck of good length into laid back shoulders firm backline to high set and
plumed tail. Strong rear quarters with well boned rear legs nicely coated. Nice width and
depth to chest with straight short well boned legs and round padded feet. Super gold and
white coat so well presented of lovely texture with good length and undercoat over a well
sprung body. Very smart sound mover
3) DE LA COURS’ SANTOSHA SANDY COVE
LHASA APSO
OPEN DOG 1 ENTRY
1)

BILLINGTONS’ BEST FOOT FORWARD AT DENZARINA Correct build to this strong 3 year old
male slightly on the bigger side for me and although certainly longer than higher felt he was
just too long in back and today was carrying too much weight which showed on the move.
Correctly constructed head covered in heavy furnishings over dark oval eyes, heavy pendant
ears. Head carried nicely on a good arched neck into firm level backline over a substantial
well ribbed body very well presented harsh textured honey and white coat, high set and
nicely carried plume tail. Well-handled to get the best from him and once settled moved out
well.

OPEN BITCH 2 ENTRIES
1) BILLINGTONS’ DANCING LADY AT DENZARINA Litter sister to the open male but built on
different lines and very feminine lovely outline and so well balanced. I loved her head shape
and moderately narrow skull, good foreface from a nice stop. Dark forward looking kind

eyes, with good fall of furnishings over, lovely pendant ears. Well arched neck to well laid
shoulders and firm level back line of good length, well sprung ribs strong loin. Well
angulated front and rear, strong short legs well boned and coated. Strong tight feet. Super
body covered in harsh long textured heavy coat well conditioned and presented. Lovely
plume to tail well carried. Very sound free mover with good ground coverage. BOB
2) POWERS’ PETWALK DIAMONDS R FOREVER Slightly smaller all over, with a nice outline and
well balanced in height to length. Not the head of my winner but well coated over a good
skull and moderate dark eyes. Nice ears set and of good length. Would have preferred
more neck length and strength firm backline to well set tail carried well with nice plume.
Would have liked more angulation to front and rear quarters. Nice short boned leg and
padded feet well coated. Well-presented harsh textured heavy coat of good length over a
good body with substance. Moved out with enough drive and action.
TIBETAN TERRIERS
LIMIT 2 ENTRIES
1) WYSERS’ MAJIKCHARMS MR CASANOVA Headed the class over his brother preferred his
head and its build and balance not being too broad or narrow, with nice stop and strong
muzzle, large dark eyes and well set pendant ears. Lovely neck carrying head proudly into
well laid shoulder onto a firm level backline over a compact balanced body, maybe today
carrying a little too much weight presented in super profuse golden coloured topcoat with
nice under jacket. Well angulated front and rear quarters, lovely boned straight forelegs
well coated, excellent return of stifle and large round padded feet. Moved out with an
effortless gait and the best drive with good ground coverage. Should have a bright future.
2) MARTELS’ MAJIKCHARMS U R THE ONE Owned by the breeder and another stylish dog with
a lovely balanced outline and presented in a lovely profuse shaded sable coat with a fine
undercoat. Lovely head but not the balance of his brother. Super dark eyes nice
pigmentation kind expression, head well coated, nice ears set, good muzzle, nice neck
needing a little more length, good strength into firm back with nicely set and carried
feathered tail. Good angulated front with depth to chest, brisket and body with enough
spring of ribs. Straight well boned legs with padded feet well coated, strong stifle and
quarters well coated. Moved out very soundly but lacking the reach or drive from his
hindquarters.
OPEN DOG
1) LE MOIGNANS’ WATERLEY SKYFALL Very impressive 4.5 year old male with a lovely overall
build and balance and holds himself both on the stance and the move. I preferred his head
development nothing overdone and of correct width and length with nice stop, super dark
eyes and kind expression nice dark rims. Well set on ears. Strong moderate neck holding
head proudly, well laid back shoulders nice angulated, firm balanced back to nice set and
carried feathered tail. A compact body with good depth to chest, brisket and well-muscled
with correct quarters with good return of stifle and strong hocks. Very well presented
profuse double shaded gold coat of good length. Straight well boned well coated legs and
large well coated feet. Stylish mover excellent side gait and very sound free movement both
ends. BOB
2) SIMMONS’ KYBO MISTER MILAN AT KALADASH PdH Very impressive on the stance and so
well coated this nice black but for his 6 years old he lacked for me the strength and build of
my winner. Such a nice head shape smaller in skull but with correct length, nice stop, good

eye colour and shape, well set and carried ears. Strong neck to well laid back shoulders into
a firm balanced backline, well set on and carried tail. Excellent front angulation and depth
to chest and brisket well bodied and ribbed back. Not the rear quarters of one and lacking
the strength of drive on the move.
OPEN BITCH 1 ENTRY
1) LE MOIGNANS’ LASANG TIGER LILY nicely built and correctly balanced feminine 7 year old
presented in lovely condition in a superior profuse coat of a dark shaded honey colour of
good texture and length. Lovely head and skull shape, with stop, expressive round dark
eyes, neat set on ears, good muzzle and dentition. Strong neck with enough length into well
laid shoulders into a very broad back lacking a little in strength nice tail feathered. Body
carrying too much weight and showing on the move with although sound was reluctant.
Straight legs and big padded feet well coated. Strong quarters handled well.
GROUP 1 TIBETAN TERRIER
GROUP 2 LHASA APSO
GROUP 3 SHIH TZU
GROUP 4 FRENCH BULLDOG

ANY VARIETY UTILITY
PUPPY 3 ENTRIES
1) SANTOSHA POLAR STAR
2) CAVATEENA WHISPERING SANDS
3) SANTOSHA NIGHT SKY
JUNIOR winner to meet other class winners
1)
2)
3)
4)

SANTOSHA POLAR STAR
SANTOSHA ONLY AFTER EIGHT
CHAMELIA SALTED CARAMEL
SANTOSHA NIGHT SKY

YEARLING winner to meet other class winners
1)
2)
3)
4)

SANTOSHA ONLY AFTER EIGHT
MAJIKCHARMS MR CASANOVA
CHAMELIA SALTED CARAMEL
KENQUINCE I WISH

NOVICE Winner to meet other class winners
1)
2)
3)
4)

MAJIKCHARMS MR CASANOVA
CAVATEENA WHISPERING SANDS
CHAMELIA SALTED CARAMEL
SANTOSHA NIGHT SKY

OPEN DOG 6 ENTRIES
1)
2)
3)
4)

SANTOSHA ONLY AFTER EIGHT
KYBO MISTER MILAN AT KALADASH PdH
SANTOSHA SANDY COVE
BEST FOOT FORWARD AT DENZARINA

OPEN BITCH 4 ENTRIES
1) DANCING LADY AT DENZARINA
2) PETWALK DIAMONDS R FOREVER
3) LASANG TIGER LILY
BREEDERS OPEN
1)
2)

DANCING LADY AT DENZARINA
BEST FOOT FORWARD AT DENZARINA

LOCALLY BRED 6 ENTRIES
1)
2)
3)
4)

DANCING LADY AT DENZARINA
MAJIKCHARMS MR CASANOVA
CAVATEENA WHISPERING SANDS
PETWALK DIAMONDS R FOREVER

VETERAN Winner to meet other class winners
1) LASANG TIGER LILY
B.C. WATSONS MEMORIAL Winner to meet class winners
1) SANTOSHA POLAR STAR
2) SANTOSHA ONLY AFTER EIGHT
3) CAVATEENA WHISPERING SANDS
4) CHAMELIA SALTED CARAMEL

WORKING GROUP
ROTTWEILLER
OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) BROUARDS’ BOTLIERSKOP HEAVEN SENT. Looked very impressive on the stance working
well with her handler. Is a good size to this compact well-constructed powerful bitch,
superior head with good breadth and depth nice stop, lovely almond shaped dark eyes, well
set on ears. Strong neck to well laid shoulders firm broad back line over a body of substance
but carrying far too much weight showing in her movement. Very well presented and
conditioned coat of correct colour with clearly defined black and rich tan markings. Good
depth and width to chest, well set on straight legs with plenty of bone, good pasterns and
round strong feet. Good return of stifle and short hocks. Although sound was inclined to
side wined and lacked the drive. BOB

BOXER
OPEN 2 ENTRIES 1 ABS
1) BAYES’ MBE DOCREMA DON GIOVANNI Stunning head so well moulded and in good
proportion to his build and body. Lovely eyes forward looking dark brown and so expressive,
high set ears, well apart and used to advantage when alert. Correct muzzle and jaw. Strong
muscular neck of good length to laid back sloping shoulders into a slightly sloping firm short
broad back to muscular quarters with developed stifles and strong hocks. Body with depth
and a strong short loin and nice tuck to bodyline. Presented in short glossy brindle and
white coat tightly fitting to his body. Well-developed chest and straight well boned legs
with compact catlike feet. Well handled by a second handler very sound with great reach
and driving action. BOB
ALASKAN MALAMUTE
PUPPY 1 ENTRY
1) BROUARDS’ SUTARKA COCO CHANEL AT ORSAMALS Just under a year old this very
impressive young bitch just gaining her powerful body with nice length to body and with a
good length of leg. Feminine but broad head nothing coarse about it, well used and carried
ears, head narrowing slightly to her well-shaped dark eyes and muzzle Angulated shoulder
but would have liked more length to her upper arm. Slightly sloping straight firm back to well
set on tail curving up nicely. Nice body with enough substance and strong loin. Attractive
colour to her grey wolf sable coat but a shame as she was very out of coat today. Good
chest and rear quarters well-muscled. Slightly unsettled on the move just needing more
space to show her paces but once into a stride showed power and soundness.
OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) BROUARDS’ DREAMWOLVES J’ADORE AT ORSAMALS Slightly different in type build and
balance but for me on the day was the best of the two but I am sure the youngster will come
to the fore quickly. Very powerfully built but today was carrying too much weight on a body
with depth and substance with a good muscular loin, but made her legs look a little short
although when going over were of good length and strength. Super thick coarse black and
cream coat with a dense undercoat. Super head well marked, dark alert eyes, well set ears,
strong sloping neck into a firm sloping back line to well set and carried tail. Very stylish
mover with a good gait does single track but was sound with good action. BOB
DOBERMANN
PUPPY 1 ENTRY
1) SMITHS’ SHALISSA’S PUT A SPELL ON ME For me she was a joy to look at just 7 months this
well-schooled and handled very feminine bitch pup, so well presented in her sleek gloss
black and tan coat. Moderate size with overall balance with a very elegant clean cut long
head with super carriage well carried on a good lean neck with length and strength. Well
angled shoulder to upper arm with enough depth of chest, straight balanced legs and catlike feet. Super built body short firm back to well set on tail carried well. Good ribs with
depth and well back into nice loin, good firm tuck and belly line. Excellent hindquarters
good stifle well-muscled really moved out soundly with good side gait and ground coverage.
BPIB BOB

LIMIT 1 ENTRY
1) Shalissa’s Put A Spell On Me
BEST PUPPY IN GROUP
1) DOBERMANN
2) ALASKAN MALAMUTE
WORKING GROUP WINNERS
1)
2)
3)
4)

ALASKAN MALAMUTE
DOBERMANN
BOXER
ROTTWEILER

ANY VARIETY WORKING
PUPPY and JUNIOR 2 ENTRIES
1) SHALISSA’S PUT A SPELL ON ME
2) SUTARKA COCO CHANEL AT ORSAMALS
NOVICE
1) SUTARKA COCO CHANEL AT ORSAMALS
OPEN DOG
1) DOCREMA DON GIOVANI
OPEN BITCH
1) DREAMWOLVES J’ADORE AT ORSAMALS
2) BOTLIERSKOP HEAVEN SENT
BREEDERS’ OPEN
1) DOCREMA DON GIOVANI
LOCALLY BRED
1) DOCREMA DON GIOVANI
B.C. WATSON MEMORIAL Winner to meet of other class winners
1) SHALISSA’S PUT A SPELL ON ME

PASTORAL GROUP
BORDER COLLIE
PUPPY DOG 1 ENTRY
1) DEANES’ LES NUAGES HERMES Stunning and quality youngster as he walked into the ring
caught my attention and did not disappoint as I went over him. Lovely overall proportions
with a great outline and presented in a super black and white coat to match. Masculine

developing head, broad skull narrowing nice to strong muzzle. Dark open lively eyes set well
apart, black nose. Good length of neck into a firm level back over a body of depth,
substance and in muscular condition. Well angled front with straight well boned legs with
slightly sloping pasterns and tight oval feet. Broad quarters well boned, good return of stifle,
let down hocks. Both stunning to look at and stunning on the move very free with light
ground coverage. Unlucky to be beaten by a stylish Shih Tzu on top form. BP RBPIS
PUPPY BITCH 2 ENTRIES
1) MARTELS’ LES NUAGES PANDORA Very attractive black and white and litter sister to the
puppy dog but not as forward in her development, but so feminine and built well for her
age. Pretty constructed head nice skull narrowing through eyes to a strong muzzle, black
nose, sweet dark oval eyes set well. Erect ears set well. Strong long neck broadening nicely
at the shoulders on into a firm back to well set and carried tail. Well bodied with nice ribs
well back into a muscular loin. Deep chest with elbow well in on straight well boned legs
and oval padded feet. Running close but sound with good reach and drive.
2) HITCHON & SEWARDS’ LES NUAGES PHAEDRA OF PATOIS Another litter sister and so
beautiful to look at with her lovely tri marked head with good skull and narrowing to strong
muzzle with black nose, dark alert eyes. With enough body and substance covered in
superior tri coloured coat of medium length in a lovely glossy condition with correct texture.
Good overall balance and very elegant with excellent angles but lacking the bone on the
front legs. Tight oval feet. Strong quarters with good return of stifle and muscular of which I
could not understand as her rear movement was unsound and crossing completely over,
front action was sound and positive.
LIMIT 1 ENTRY
1) DAVIES’ LES NUAGES PORCIA 3 year old bitch an older sister to the youngsters and built on
similar lines but with obvious maturity and development. Well proportioned outline of
complete balance with a body of sufficient substance and depth presented in clean well
textured black and white jacket, nice legs feather and trousers. Lovely feminine head well
constructed with a nice narrowing fall to a good muzzle, dark alert oval shaped eyes, semi
erect ears, good strength of neck well laid shoulders firm back over a slightly longer body
with ribs well sprung. Well angulated front with depth to chest and enough width elbows
well in on straight boned legs could have more strength to the bone, nice pasterns and tight
oval feet. Broad strong quarters with nice set and length of tail. Correctly turned stifle
strong short well let down hocks, stylish mover very sound running free and smoothly.
OPEN DOG 1 ENTRY
1) DAVIES’ FOXBARTON KINGS NOBLE This stylish very masculine youngster is very breed
typical and has a super character. Very proportionately built with lovely outline has such
good body substance and the impression of strength which he had in bucket loads.
Beautiful moderately long black and white jacket with good thickness and lovely gloss finish,
nice feathering on legs and trousers. Nearly 2 years old has developed nicely has a lovely
elegant head with nice broad skull narrowing through to a nice length and strength of
muzzle. Alert dark eyes, well carried and used ears, black nose. Well angulated front and
rear with good muscle tone. Straight well balanced and boned legs and oval feet. Strong
return of stifle good free driving action from strong hocks very sound with excellent side
stride. BOB

OPEN BITCH 2 ENTRIES
1) DAVIES’ LES NUAGES ROSINA Nice breed type with lovely lines, has a smart outline and she
is incorporating her lovely breed points into the youngsters as she is their dam. Very
feminine well worked and constructed head, sweet dark oval eyes, well set ears but these
could be used to better advantage. Nice neck, shoulder, topline and well feathered and set
tail. Lovely front angulation, chest with good depth and width, elbows well in on straight
well balanced and boned legs and feet. Lovely body substance with good depth, a wellconditioned and presented b/w coat of good texture and depth. Strong muscled quarters,
return of stifle and let down hocks, very free moving action and sound both ends.
2) HITCHON and SEWARDS’ PATOIS PHIZZ Smart very feminine brown and white nicely textured
and coated, with nice leg feathering and trousers very elegant in outline but felt she was not
as breed balanced as my winner. Pretty head well shaped with nice broad skull and tapering
to a strong muzzle and jaw, brown nose, with good stop, dark oval eyes, well set apart ears.
Good front but not the angulation of one, lacking in bone and would like tighter feet.
Correct quarters well-muscled, good return of stifle and let down hocks. Moved out soundly
good free action just lacked in the drive of 1.
POLISH LOWLAND SHEEPDOG
LIMIT 1 ENTRY
1) DOWDINGS’ MYBEARDS HATTIE The correct size to this cobby 16 months old bitch so well
constructed. Feminine balanced head, broad skull, good stop, dark alert eyes with well filled
in rims, ears well coated and mixing with head covered with profuse thick coat. Moderate
neck set well into good shoulders, a topline level and firm with a moulded sloping croup.
Good length to body the whole body covered in thick long shaggy white coat with black
markings. So well angulated with deep brisket and nicely sprung ribs, strong loin. Well
boned forelegs, muscular and developed rear with good return of stifle and short strong
hocks. Oval feet well padded. Very free moving with good action.
OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) DOWDINGS’ MYBEARDS GOLDEN BUTTONS Very nice outline with a correct build, balance
and proportions, looked very impressive on the stance with her thick long shaggy golden
coat nicely presented. Very nice head development not as strong as my other class winner
but so equally built with nice stop and dark hazel eyes and rims, strong jaws. Muscular neck
into good lay back of shoulder. Firm level back of good length to slightly sloping croup.
Broad angulated hindquarters well developed and turned stifles to strong hocks. Good
depth to brisket and body well ribbed back. Straight well boned forelegs with good pasterns
and oval feet moved out so freely with excellent stride and so sound. BOB
SHETLAND SHEEPDOG
PUPPY 1 ENTRY
1) BAUDAINS’ CAROLELEN CHASING STARS Such a sweetie this 11 months old with a lovely
symmetrical build and balance a lovely outline to this very small well put together youngster.
An elegant refined long blunt wedge shaped head, almond shaped dark sweet expressive
eyes, small semi erect ears. Lovely angles both ends of a lovely body shape covered with a
stunning sable and white coat with lovely under jacket. Body of correct length, level back

line, slope to good croup and well set tail. Straight well boned legs flexible pasterns and
neat feet. Smooth graceful mover, one with a good future. BP BOB
OPEN 1 ENTRY ABS
GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG
OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) LAWRENCES’ JSY CH SURFSTONE HOT SALSA PdH A joy to find such a fantastic example of
the breed. Stood, this dog excels in breed type and is out of the top draw and to then put
your hands on, he excelled all expectation plus having a sound temperament. A masculine
boy of good balance and correct proportions. A clean cut well shaped head, lively dark eyes,
broad firm high set ears, strongly developed muzzle, good neck and sloping shoulder into a
slightly sloping level firm topline, gentle curving croup, a nice tail carried well on the move.
He has a great body of good shape with depth and substance presented in superior black
and gold coat. Well angulated front with good depth to chest and brisket straight well
boned legs and tight round padded feet, hindquarters well-muscled with good return of
stifle and let down hocks, sound co-ordinated movement with outstanding reach and drive.
Headed my Pastoral Group and stood out for BIS

BEARDED COLLIE
OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) MARTELS’ JUPIER DE CHESTER AVEC MAJIKCHARMS Built on true breed balanced lines being
of correct height to length and another so very nice to look at but just as good to go over
and unlucky to be beaten by the Shepherd today who stole my heart. Masculine broad
proportionate head ears sitting well at side of head and dropping well, lively dark eyes, good
stop and strong muzzle. A level firm back, his body is such to show how well developed he is
with ribs well back into a short loin. Excellent front angles with straight well boned legs with
flexi pasterns his rear end is so well muscled. Beautifully presented flat slate grey coat with
white markings of a lovely harsh texture of a lovely length but not hiding his build. Effortless
mover and so sound with good reach and drive.
PASTORAL PUPPY GROUP
1) BORDER COLLIE
2) SHETLAND SHEEPDOG
PASTORAL GROUP WINNERS
1)
2)
3)
4)

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG
BEARDED COLLIE
BORDER COLLIE
SHETLAND SHEEPDOG

ANY VARIETY PASTORAL
PUPPY 3 ENTRIES
1) LES NUAGES HERMES

2) LES NUAGES PANDORA
3) LES NUAGES PHAEDRA OF PATOIS
JUNIOR winner to meet winners of other classes
1) MYBEARDS HATTIE
2) LES NUAGES PHAEDRA OF PATOIS
YEARLING winner to meet winners of other classes
1) FOXBARTON KINGS NOBLE
2) MYBEARDS HATTIE
NOVICE Winner to meet winners of other classes
1) MYBEARDS HATTIE
OPEN DOG 2 ENTRIES
1) JUPITER DE CHESTER AVEC MAJIKCHARMS
2) FOXBARTON KINGS NOBLE
OPEN BITCH 4 ENTRIES
1) MYBEARDS GOLDEN BUTTONS
2) LES NUAGES ROSINA
3) PATOIS PHIZZ
LOCALLY BRED 4 ENTRIES
1)
2)
3)
4)

LES NUAGES PORCIA
LES NUAGES ROSINA
PATOIS PHIZZ
LES NUAGES PHAEDRA OF PATOIS

VETERAN Winner to meet other class winners
1) MYBEARDS GOLDEN BUTTONS
2) DAVIES’ PATOIS CORBETTE (Border Collie) Very well built and still able to move out.
Retaining nice body lines very smart looking 8 year old presented in a true textured coat.
3) LAWRENCES’ PENWARTHA JUST IN TIME (German Shepherd Dog) bred out of one of my
favourite kennels this good old girl was giving it her all and enjoying her day out and moving
soundly.
B.C. WATSONS MEMORIAL Winner to meet other class winners
1) MYBEARDS HATTIE
2) LES NUAGES PANDORA
3) LES NUAGES PHAEDRA OF PATOIS

TOY GROUP
PAPILLON
OPEN DOG 2 ENTRIES
1) SIMON & SMITHS’ GARSIV’S SUNNY OF RINGLANDS A very attractive shaded red and white
dainty butterfly nicely balanced of correct height. Stylish head with rounded skull, excellent
stop to a finer shorter foreface, round dark eyes, butterfly ears well fringed and carried well.
Good neck length well laid shoulders, fairly long back to high set tail with good plume of
which presentation is a must. A body with nice weight and well sprung ribs, nicely presented
clean silky lovely marked coat. Well developed front and rear quarters with fine dainty
boned legs and hared feet.
2) SIMON & SMITHS’ RINGLAND TANGO IN THE HEAT Very well handled by a Junior Handler
having a kind attitude and getting the best from her older charge. At 7.5 years this very
stylish shaded sable and white in excellent silky coat with nice feathering. Has a lovely head
shape with dark bright eyes, well set and carried fringed ears. Carrying a little too much
weight which showed in her backline, tail set a little low but is carried well with nice plume.
Well sprung ribs, nicely angled front and rear, daintily boned straight legs and hared feet
Very sound positive and free mover.
OPEN BITCH 2 ENTRIES
1) COOPERS’ CH OMEGAVILLE MAKE ME A PETIT CHEIN Having seen this bitch in the UK I was
surprised to find her on the Island. Stunning on the stance and lovely to judge. Beautiful
head and carriage moulded skull well set and nicely fringed ears, shorter and finer foreface,
round dark eyes, black nose. Lovely neck to shoulder level backline to high set tail with good
carriage and plume, beautiful silky shaded red and white well feathered coat, well sprung
ribbed body carrying a nice weight, excellent chest and front angulation, good return of stifle
and short hocks. Her movement today was spot on and very dainty, sound with positive
free action. BOB My Toy Group winner
2) SIMON & SMITHS’ RINGLANDS FROSTED FERN Very well constructed and presented in a silky
shaded sable and white coat with nice feathering. High set on tail with good carriage and
tail plume. Well shaped head, rounded skull between well fringed ears. Dark round bright
eyes, short fine foreface. Good neck to shoulders and firm level backline over a nice body
with well sprung ribs. Straight dainty legs hare feet, good return of stifle and short hocks,
another young handler who showed and handled so smartly. For 7 years old this Papillon
bitch moved out with style and soundness.
CHINESE CRESTED
LIMIT 1 ENTRY
1) OZANNES’ PRAJNA MOMENT IN TIME AT LYNTONRIDGE Just exquisite this petit graceful
bitch of correct build with a smooth hairless body. Lovely to go over but she is slightly
timorous at present. Feminine elongated head with a nice white veil of hair, wide set dark
almond eyes, ears large and low set with some fringes. Long lean clean neck carried well on
the move. Set into clean laid back shoulders into a supple body with good warm skin, broad
chest, dainty slender boned legs and hare feet with white socks hair. Rounded rump good
stifle and well muscled. Very elegant mover with lovely reach and drive lovely tail carriage
on the move. Adorable should have a bright future.

OPEN 1 ENTRY
1) OZANNES’ PRAJNA CALLING THE TUNE AT LYNTONRIDGE PdH Very attractive small graceful
bitch stands well over the ground showing herself well, just has a lovely attitude. Pretty long
head well chiselled with nice white veil, sweet dark eyes and well set and used fringed ears.
Lean clean neck well laid shoulders into well ribbed supple body with clean warm skin nicely
coloured and patched. Rounded rump well set and carried tail. Deep chest with dainty
slender boned legs with white socks to her hared feet. Developed quarters super sound
elegant mover with lovely graceful reach and drive. Two beautiful examples of the breed
and will change places. BOB
PUG
OPEN 2 ENTRIES 1 ABS
1) SYMPHORIENS’ REGENCYLODGE ROXELLE AT RIENMOUR In my opinion I would have liked a
little more length of leg but she is certainly well put together and has a decidedly square and
cobby body. Nearly 3 years old presented in very clean well conditioned, smart fawn coat
with black mask. Correctly shaped head, large dark open eyes, well used small thin black
dropped ears, correct muzzle wide jaw just little too much wrinkle over her nose. Good
thick neck could be a little longer firm broad backline and nicely curled tail over her hip,
straight well bone forelegs and a good return of stifle a real character full of charm but
carrying a little excess weight baggage today although this did not show on the move which
has a very sound forward action and nice ‘pug roll’ from behind. BOB
CAVALIER KING CHARLES SPANIEL
LIMIT 1 ENTRY
1) BENNETTS’ HONEYBET HAPPY TALK Strongly built masculine Blenheim boy, slightly on the
tall side but balanced in outline. Almost flat skull good width between high set pendant
feathered ears. Large round dark expressive eyes well filled under, good muzzle length and
lips fitting well. Head carried smartly on a moderately long slightly arched neck, clean
shoulders firm topline just rising over the rump on the stance but levels completely on the
move. Tail set well but flagging too high on the move. Well developed chest and brisket
with correct body weight and depth with well sprung ribs, beautifully presented and
textured silky coat of broken rich chestnut and pearl white with nice feathering. Would have
liked more return to his stifle, straight well boned legs and with compact padded and coated
feet. Free elegant mover well handled. BOB
POMERANIAN
OPEN 1 ENTRY ABS

BEST IN TOY GROUP
GROUP 1 PAPILLON
GROUP 2 CHINESE CRESTED

GROUP 3 CAVALIER KING CHARLES SPANIEL
GROUP 4 PUG
ANY VARIETY TOY
JUNIOR 2 entries Winner to meet other class winners
1) PRAJNA MOMENT IN TIME AT LYNTONRIDGE
2) HONEYBET HAPPY TALK
OPEN DOG 3 ENTRIES 1 ABS
1) GARSIV’S SUNNY OF RINGLANDS
2) RINGLAND TANGO IN THE HEAT
OPEN BITCH 3 ENTRIES
1) PRAJNA CALLING THE TUNE AT LYNTONRIDGE PdH
2) REGENCYLODGE ROXELLE AT RIENMOUR
3) RINGLANDS FROSTED FERN
VETERAN Winner to meet other class winners
1) RINGLANDS FROSTED FERN
2) RINGLAND TANGO IN THE HEAT
B.C. WATSON MEMORIAL Winner to meet class winners
1) HONEYBET HAPPY TALK
ANY VARIETY BRACE 10 ENTRIES
1) DE LA COURS’ SHIH TZU Headed some lovely braces nice to see a full class with good
competition
2) SYMPHORIENS COCKER SPANIELS
3) SIMON & SMITHS’ PAPILLONS
4) SMITH & OZANNES’ COCKER SPANIELS
5) MARETTS’ CESKY TERRIERS
ANY VARIETY TEAM
1) SIMON & SMITHS’ PAPILLONS Super young handler kept this team of 3 together and
completely under her control.
2) MARETTS’ CESKY TERRIERS Lovely team

JUDGE:- JENNY MILLER

